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Miscellaneous

• IPR reminder - RFC 3979
  • https://datatracker.ietf.org/public/ipr_disclosure.cgi
  • If you know about IPR relevant to the technology and you are contributing, you have to speak up

• Jabber
  • http://www.xmpp.org/ietf-chat.html
  • manet@jabber.ietf.org

• Audiocast
  • http://videolab.uoregon.edu/events/ietf
  • Please state you name clearly at the microphone
MANET WG Status

- IANA - in RFC editor queue
- Jitter - revision based on IESG discussion
- PacketBB - publication requested
- TimeTLV - publication requested
MANET WG Status

- SMF
- NHDP, OLSRv2, DYMO